Comrades, you have to know that we are thrusting "art" to the periphery of our consciousness.
Specifically, in Film-Eye (1926) there are two sequences whose action is presented on the screen in reverse: a piece of meat is followed back to a live steer, and a loaf, of bread is traced back to wagonloads of wheat. Vertov labeled this cinematic device (i.e., reverse projection) the "negative of time," making evident that his concept of how to construct a genuine "filmthing" in the documentary cinema was meant to be dialectical on the phenomenological as well as the structural level. In other words, "Truth" presented on the screen must be essential and not mechanical, ideologically functional rather than commercially entertaining.
It should be noted that Vertov distinguished between his strategy of "Life-Caught-Unawares" and another principle which required shooting the real events with a "hidden camera." He described the distinction between these two options in a 1925 epigram reminiscent of Mayakovsky's style of writing political statements: "Film-Eye" and kiss-the hidden camera. "Film-Eye" and fire-shooting unawares. "Film-Eye" in a winter night-observation of the environment.14 These lines show that Vertov's attitude toward reality was set forth from the beginning: to capture the essence of a kiss, the cameraman must be hidden so that the couple remain alone; to capture the suspense of a fire, the cameraman must shoot "unnoticed" in order that the people involved be undisturbed by his presence; to capture the atmosphere of a winter night, the cameraman must observe the natural setting and shoot only the most characteristic details. These three ways of applying the method of "Film-Eye" can be found in many of Vertov's films. Particularly, The Man with the Movie Camera incorporates all three of these techniques in the way it shows people in the streets, public places, and at their jobs.
Another idea which guided Vertov's filmmaking is derived from a principle he called "Film-Truth," from which he adduced the idea of "defending the proletariat from the demoralizing influence of arty photoplays."'5 If we analyze what Vertov meant by "Film-Truth," we find that his unique shooting strategy had two goals: to encourage the new concept of documentary filmmaking and to combat the old form of staged cinema. In his 1925 article, "'Film-Truth' and 'Radio-Truth,' " he wrote: "With 'Film-Truth' and 'Film-Eye' we oppose the 'artificial cinema'; and with 'Radio-Truth' and 'Radio-Ear' we oppose the 'artificial radio program.' "16 In the final analysis, Vertov's principle of "Film-Truth" was directed toward the future development of the documentary film, taking into account every possible technical improvement of shooting technology, including sync-sound, as he so brilliantly demonstrated it in his first sound documentary film, Enthusiasm. 17 The strategy of "Film-Truth" makes use of the Constructivist concept of building a film in segments, i.e., from bits and pices following an architec-tonic approach to art. It is in this context that Vertov's principle of "FilmTruth" is related to montage: "Film-Truth" is made up of material as a house is made of bricks. Using bricks, one can make an oven, the Kremlin wall, and many other things. From filmed material, one can construct various films. Just as one needs good bricks to make a solid house, so one needs good film material to organize a good film.18
The last sentence in the above quotation reveals Vertov's general montage theory to be not unlike those defined by Kuleshov and Pudovkin. Yet Vertov was much more radical in his insistence that from the very beginning of filming, the filmmaker must select details from reality, not merely shoot them at random, as Vertov's method is often wrongly described. His principle of "Film-Truth" therefore must be considered an integral part of his montage theory, along with his concept of "Life-As-It-Is." He stressed that one has to obtain "good film material" in order to make "a good film," and that one must decide ahead of time how to shoot details in reality ("life facts") so that they do not become "quasi-facts" on the screen. Without this selectivity, there can be no appropriate "organization" of a film, since "good film material" will be lacking; and the film's message, consequently, will be ineffective.
The idea that the main duty of the camerman is to observe reality objectively and without interfering with it is once again discussed in Vertov's "Temporary Instruction" for the kinoks, outlining three ways of observing events and objects in life:
(1) Observation of the place (e.g., the reading room, the cooperative); (2) Observation of moving characters or objects (e.g., your father, a pioneer, the mail truck, a streetcar); (3) Observation of the theme, independent of the thematic character or location (e.g., water and bread, father and son, cities and villages, tears and laughter). 19 Evidently, the first type of observation is the most descriptive: it suggests the use of the camera as an observational recorder which tries to remain as impartial as possible in the given environment. Observation of the moving characters and objects implies the camera's physical participation in life's motion, thus enhancing the kinesthetic impact of a sequence. Some of the most exciting sequences in The Man with the Movie Camera are conceived on this principle: the "joggling" shots of the street filmed with the hand-held camera staggering along the pavement or following the soccer players. The third category of observation is related to the idea of parallel editing which compares two facts with the intention of leading the spectator toward an ideological conclusion. Examples of this can be found in every Vertov film. She does exactly what Vertov described-from miles of film strips, she culls the good pices, those which will allow her "to organize a good film." After classifying "the good film material" (arranged on the shelves above her editing table), she measures each shot and matches it with the others in various ways, building up the film's structure as a mason does by laying stones and bricks to make a house or oven. Throughout the film, Vertov continuously points to the thematic classification of shots into groups and sub-groups (which Svilova separates in many boxes, each related to a topic). By showing this repeatedly, he gives the viewer an insight into the very process of making a film. In this context, The Man with the Movie Camera can be regarded as a self-referential structure which comments on the nature of the cinematic medium, as well as the act of building a film from the "bricks," which are "life facts" selected and captured in reality, and later put together as "film-facts" in order to form a complete "film-thing."
In reviewing all that Vertov wrote about his "Film-Eye" method, one discovers the ideological core upon which Vertov's cinematic consciousness rests: it is Hegelian in essence and Marxist in form; it functions on a dialectical principle; and it is always aware of political momentum. In the article "The Birth of 'Film-Eye,' " conceived in the style of Mayakovsky's writing, Vertov says that his method embraces dialectically every possible cinematic device realizable by any shooting technique: "Film-Eye" as film analysis.
"Film-Eye" as the "theory of intervals." "Film-Eye" as the theory of relationship among all the elements appearing on the screen. We alternate the regular 16 frames per second along with rapid shooting and animation, or the hand-held moving camera, etc. "Film-Eye" understood as "that which the human eye cannot see." "Film-Eye" as . . . microscope and telescope of time, the negative of time and an opportunity to see without limits and without distance, tele-eye, X-ray eye, "Life-Caught-Unawares," etc., etc...
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From the above quotation it is obvious that "Film-Eye" is a method of filmmaking to which all the shooting techniques and principles employed in a film must be subordinated. As one realizes, Vertov invented several new terms for specific techniques. Although he never systematically elaborated his theory, a thorough examination of Vertov's writings reveals a consistency in the use of terminology. Vertov enumerates the functions of "Film-Eye" with no desire to systematize them, yet, each separate device is very precisely described. The concept of an intrinsic relationship (in a Hegelian sense) among all the elements which appear on the screen seems crucial for Vertov; this suggests that his ultimate goal was a rhythmic and cinematic impact emerging from the integration of all the elements and devices incorporated in a film, among them slow and accelerated motion, reverse projection, animation, telescopic and microscopic shots, even shooting with remote control (as in live television coverage today), in short, all the cinematic equivalences for "Film-Eye."
Intervals of Vision
The main job of a film editor is to find the most appropriate "route" for the viewer to get through the interaction, juxtaposition and concatenation of movements created by the images on the screen. One immediately realizes that Vertov's idea of "intervals" derives from music, specifically from the contrapuntal theory of composing a musical phrase. Close scrutiny of the "Eye and Street" sequence in The Man with the Movie Camera shows that Vertov organized the interrelated sets of close-ups of blinking human eyes and shaking shots of streets as a composer would juxtapose two musical lines in order to create a counterpoint based on a purely metrical principle. Vertov and Svilova achieved this by systematically reducing shot length from longer "pieces" to one-frame shots, so that gradually the shots begin to function like musical phrases analogous to the "laddered" verse of the Futurist poets, which was meant to affect the reader not only contextually, but also on an auditory level.
It is important to keep in mind that Vertov considered the "theory of intervals" the power source of kinesthesia,24 which provides a most exciting sensory-motor experience for the film viewer. Vertov emphasizes that film intervals must be related to the sequence's content in order to contribute to the "intensification" of the "film-thing" which appears on the screen. Kinesthetic impact in cinema may be obtained by various means, including the juxtaposition of graphic forms dominating the static composition of the shot, the interaction of diverse movements occurring in two or more related shots, or a combination of both of these elements. In his films and essays, Eisenstein deals mostly with the graphic structure of the shot (the most typical example is the "Deity Sequence" in October), while Vertov emphasizes the tension created by the movements continuing or conflicting from one shot to another, combined with the camera movements. Some of the most cinematic sequences in Vertov's films are edited on this principle. Vertov discovered that the kinesthetic value of the impulsive movement of the hand-held camera interrelated on the principle of "intervals" stimulates, more than anything else, sensory-motor experience in viewers. The unique kinesthetic power of the "Train and Wakening" sequence in The Man with the Movie Camera is created by the juxtaposition of the movements which occur within the shots of the speeding train and the motion of the head of the sleeping girl. The kinesthetic impact of this short sequence reveals the wakening mood in pure cinematic terms.
After completing The Man with the Movie Camera, Vertov wrote further on the "theory of intervals" in his 1929 lectures on "Film-Eye," extending the concept of "intervals" to many other shooting devices. Following the Gestalt principle according to which the human eye perceives a new synthetic quality (and has different sensations) if the dynamic interaction among various movements is enhanced, Vertov came to the conclusion that the most important aspect of montage was "the kinesthetic transition from one visual impulse to the one which follows it." In his famous lecture delivered in Paris, Vertov defined five options for the filmmaker to achieve kinesthetic impact via "intervals": To be objective, one has to admit that Eisenstein succeeded more than Vertov did in demonstrating practically his theoretical concepts. For both objective and subjective reasons Vertov left many of his theoretical definitions untested by his work. Probably some of them he himself found too abstract, needing revision in the process of creating; but others he simply could not fully explore due to theincredible resistance which Soviet official film theorists and producers exhibited towards Vertov's ideas and experiments. Yet, The Man with the Movie Camera remains the most avant-garde documentary film which epitomizes a filmmaker's theoretical views. As a whole, this film elaborates-in a purely cinematic manner-Vertov's concept of "film-thing," the concept which encapsulates his idea of dialectical unity between the concept of "Life-As-It-Is" and the specific cinematic devices used by the filmmaker who knows how to present reality on the screen with the "montage way of seeing." Vertov had come to this idea by 1923, in his article "On the Meaning of the Unstaged Cinema." Becoming aware of the contradiction between direct observation of reality and its cinematic transformation into "film-thing," Vertov wrote:
We, the "kinoks," describe "film-thing" as "the montage way of seeing." "Film-thing"-it is the conclusive result of a complete observation refined and deepened by means of all available optical devices, enhanced by the camera and the result of an experiment in space and time. The dialectical contradiction of Vertov's "Film-Eye" method was even more apparent in his insistence on filming people as they appear in everyday life, while at the same time creating a vision of the "new and perfect [Soviet] man" by means of the "montage way of seeing." As I have already said, Vertov wanted the screen image of man to be truthful to his prototype in reality on an ontological level, while the new vision of man (different from that existing in reality) had to be conceived on the structural level. Structural, in the Vertovian sense, meant a construct built by integrating "life facts" with the way they are filmed, as he stated in his article about "FilmTruth" and "Radio-Truth": Every instant of life filmed without staging, every separate shot preserving in itself "Life-As-It-Is," whether filmed by a hidden camera or by surprise, or any other similar shooting technique, appear on the screen in the form of a "filmfact." A dog running along a street is to be perceived as a fact only when we do not force him to run and do not read what is written on his collar. An Eskimo remains an Eskimo on the screen even if it is not written on his head that he is Nanook.27
It is obvious, from the above quote, that Vertov draws the distinction between "life facts" and "film-facts" on the ontological level in that a "filmfact" in the documentary cinema has no validity if it fails, per se, to preserve its truthfulness to the reality from which it comes. For this reason, he paid close attention to the act of observing reality before and during shooting. This process, which may be called "instant observation," allowed the kinoks to perceive the essential aspects of reality and catch the momentous revelations of life "by surprise"; in fact, these are the most fascinating "facts" in Vertov's films.
The main role of Vertovian observation is to penetrate the very core of the events in reality, and at the same time to approach reality bearing in mind the "film-thing," to be constructed of many "film-facts." The filmmaker/ cameraman functions simultaneously as a recorder of life and constructor of a film-again, a dialectical symbiosis between the filmmaker, cameraman, and editor. Without consciously disturbing the natural course of events during the shooting, the filmmaker/camerman/editor considers the various possibilities for restructuring visible events in the completed film. This is to say that one can edit a film in the proper cinematic way only if the available footage has been shot in a montage way, and on the principle of "Life-AsIt-Is." By preserving these two seemingly contradictory aspects of the film structure, the filmmaker/cameraman/editor may achieve the cinematic impact of the documentary film as opposed to the dramatic impact of the staged film.
Towards an Absolute Documentary Cinema
Instead of creating surrogates of life (theater, film-dramas, etc.) it is necessary to select, record and organize big as well as small "life facts" and make out of them true "film-things." The two statements provide much information on the controversy which accompanied the making and distributing of Vertov's last silent film; they are also a brilliant summation of Vertov's entire theory of the documentary cinema. Although the first statement can be considered as a draft of the second, it contains several theoretical conclusions necessary for understanding both Vertov's film and his theory. The most significant is the contention that "the film is not merely a sum of visually recorded 'life facts' or a random collection of events, but a result of a 'higher mathematics' of cinematically perceived facts."31 Here again we witness Vertov's two-pronged theoretical attitude: his truthfulness to reality ("life facts") and his care for montage structure ("higher mathematics"). Another theoretical point made in the first statement is related to the question of cinematic integration as the crucial aspect of filmmaking. Vertov wrote that the main goal of his films was to achieve an intrinsic relationaship between the recorded "life facts" and the cinematic devices; this integration had to be done in such a manner that the final message could be understood without intertitles. Vertov's idea of integration is best explicated in the following passage:
Integrated and unified with each other, the "life facts" are edited with a specific strategy. Its result contains, on the one hand, those montage concatenations identified with the viewer's perception of the real world; on the other hand, it groups the documents in such a way that their juxtaposition does not need the aid of intertitles. The goal of such a strategy is the total unification of all "life facts" and documents filmed in order to constitute-in their own way-an integrated and autonomous whole.32
Here again we encounter Vertov's concern for Dialectical interaction between ontological authenticity of shots/documents ("identified with the viewer's perception of the real world"), and their cinematic connotation built by montage structure ("juxtaposition [of shots without] the aid of intertitles").
In addition, the first statement reconfirms Vertov's uncompromising bias against the theater, offering instead his vision of a "100% cinematic language" capable of conveying ideas without written commentary on the screen. This vision is, obviously, the ideal cinematic structure that "Film- 
